Eightsome reeling

A whitewash, a snowball, a total annihilation! Our wonderful team of eight win the highly coveted Kubota Challenge matches at The Belfry by a record breaking eight to nil

A Story to tell

From a shortlist of 13, Silloth on Solway's Brian Story is selected as TORO/PGA European Tour Student Greenkeeper of the Year. As one commentator puts it, however, it was a contest with no losers

How green is your golf course?

The STRI's ecologist, Robert Taylor, offers some general ground rules, whilst looking particularly at heathland ecological management.

All dressed up for the ball

'A little bit of what they fancy does them good,' is the top dressing advice now increasingly followed by greenkeepers in the know. Peter Jefford extols the virtue of top dressing.

Who's in line for top title?

Which of the featured finalists will become the next ICI Premier Greenkeeper? We look at the line-up.

DEPARTMENTS

Faces and Places

A round up of movements within the greenkeeping industry, plus BIGGA's recommended wage/salary scale for 1992.

Flying Divots

Our man in the know passes on the titbits which are too good to miss.

Around the Green

All dressed up for the ball

A neglected irrigation system is one step away from being a useless system. Take time out now to put your watering system to bed for winter, with a little tender loving care.

Who's in line for top title?

Which of the featured finalists will become the next ICI Premier Greenkeeper? We look at the line-up.
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